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Diamond Drilling

Area Miminiska Lake Report NO

Work performed by: Seico Explorations Ltd.

Claim N9 Hole NO Footage Date Note

PA 274593 MD-2 308 1 Jan/72 (l)

Notes: (i) 206/72

AWL.005(7-69)rev.9-72



.E NO. MD-2 
S 

SRJEET NO l

LOCATION 4+0 OE 
5+50S

PROPERTY.

SELCO EXPLORATION COMPANY LIMITED

DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
MIMINISKA EXTENSION - GRID "D", SHEET 2

BEARING ISO 0

DIP COLLAR -so 0

O. No.

ELEVATION
TOTAL DEPTH 308 feet
CORE SIZE AXT

STARTED January 17/72 COMPLETED January 28/72

FROM

0

108

147

156

4

-

TO

108

147

156

162

DESCRIPTION

OVERBURDEN

SILICEOUS META- SEDIMENT:
Fine grained, light grey to medium grey, mode 
rately hard, massive to thinly foliated at 55 0
to 60 0 to core axis. Composition essentially
fine grained feldspar with silica, with foli 
ation imparted by tiny (*2mm across) discrete
aggregates of pyrrhotite and unidentified
maf ics.

SULPHIDE BRECCIA ZONE:
Upper contact lost. Interval consists of 75%
massive barren sulphides - 90% pyrrhotite, 10%
pyrite. Remainder consists of approximately
25% light grey or dark chloritized fragments
of siliceous material, generally sand size
but occasionally up to 1-2 cm across. Frag 
ments roughly equidimensional in cross section
rarely tabular; subrounded and usually show
evidence of replacement by sulphides and/or
chlorite.

ALTERED CHERTY- IRON FORMATION:
Less sulphides than above - approximately 30*
over interval. Pyrrhotite and pyrite present
in short massive sections surrounding chlori 
tized fragments, and more commonly as random
veins and fracture- fillings and fine textured
anas tamos ing vein networks surrounding and
cross-cutting irregular to tabular-shaped
sections of banded chert, often with ID-30%
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CONDUCTOR: X ^
Massive pyrrhotite 147 2 x^
to 156 feet and some 5 .j
massive pyrrhotite -^ X
sections 156 to 162feetr^ ^

X^ IV
MAGNETIC ANOMALY: 5^
As above and also \ x^O
scattered magnetite f** \
156 to 173 feet. ^T^^T"S
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DRILLED BY. Continental Diamond Drilling Limited SIGNED W. J. Anderson.
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-
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DESCRIPTION

magnetite present as small (2-4 mm across)
discrete aggregates.

ALTERED CHERTY SEDIMENT:
Upper 20 feet gradational to above with de 
creasing pyrrhotite and magnetite with 'depth.
After approximately 200 feet unit becomes more
uniform, consisting of a dark green thinly
foliated chloritic sediment containing about
lQ-20% grey cherty bands* massive to finely
banded, generally distorted and sheared and
with little or no magnetite.
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